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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Naya has canceled her date with North! 

	 Last night, North got a phone call from Naya. It was about canceling 
their date. She told him that maybe she wasn’t the right cat for him. At the 
end, she even said something strange. Naya told North halfheartedly to, 
“have fun on your date.” North, confused, hung up the phone. Harvey 
happened to walk into the room at that time, and he could immediately see 
(not by reading North’s mind) that something was amiss. “What’s wrong?” 
Harvey asked, and then gently guided North into his therapy session room 
and pushed him into a beanbag. 


	 North seemed to sag even lower in the beanbag chair. “Naya 
canceled our date.” He told Harvey is a low, sad tone. Harvey nearly jumped 
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Image above - North, 
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devastated that Naya 
canceled their date.
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back a pace. He knew how much Naya liked 
North. He didn’t think that she would cancel 
their date on a whim, even if she found out 
about North’s despicable grades in 6th grade 
and the fact that he had to spend 2 weeks in 
summer school. “What did she say,” Harvey 
pressed North. He needed to know that Naya at 
least had a good reason. 


	 “Well,” North started, head still drooping 
low, “she greeted me in a low, sad tone, and 
then got straight to the point. Naya told me that 
maybe she wasn’t the right cat for me, and that 
maybe another cat would fill that spot. Then, she 
said something very strange indeed...” North 
paused, and Harvey leaned in closer to hear this 
juicy piece of information, “Naya told me to have 
fun on my date. Then I hung up.” 


	 Harvey leaned back in the armchair he 
had sunk into. Harvey could hear it straining 
under his weight. However, it helped him think. 
And soon enough, he came to a conclusion. 
“North,” Harvey said, “I think someone tried to 
get in the way of you and Naya.” North started to object, but Harvey shook 
his head at North. “Just listen to me,” Harvey told North, and North fell silent. 
“Think about this. You get a call from Naya, and she’s so sad that she wants 
to cancel your date. That wouldn’t happen unless Naya thinks that you have 

more important things to do or another cat that 
you are going out with. And then, at the end, 
Naya tells you to enjoy your date. Well, she just 
canceled it, and you don’t have another date, 
do you North?” Harvey looked at North with a 
hard stare, and North shook his head. “Well,” 
Harvey continued, “I think that we should go to 
Naya’s house and work all of this out. Who told 
Naya that you have another date? And why did 
they tell her that?” Harvey turned to North. 
“North, we’re going to figure this out together. 
You’re date is going to be re - scheduled.”


	 Subscribe again for more of this drama 
with North’s date with Naya!
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Image above - Harvey 
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about why Naya 
canceled her and 
North’s date.  

By the way, come to 
Leo to receive a 
coupon for a free 
week of Cats 
Illustrated or a Nerd 
Rope if you figure out 
the message below. 
But be warned, only 
the first to decode it 
will receive a prize.  
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“I’m not going to 
be happy with 
whoever tried to 
get in the way of 
North and Naya’s 
relationship!” 

 - HARVEY, WHO’S SHOWING 
UNUSUAL SIGNS OF AGGRESSION


	Naya has canceled her date with North!

